2006 jeep liberty fuel pump
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the payment is cleared, we cannot amend any item s , quantities, or add or remove items. We
are also unable to change the delivery address. Therefore, please double check all the order
information before making payment. Please simply contact us via eBay messages, and then, we
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shipment till customers get their order. Please simply contact us via eBay messages, and then,
we will get back to you as soon as possible. It will speed up the process if you could provide us
some pictures or video to illustrate the issue details.. If you paid Item Shipped On Est. Delivery
Time Before Apr. Please provide the following shipping information for your order Full physical
address Telephone number Otherwise your shipment will be deferred. We are not responsible
for any shipping lost caused by wrong shipping information. Before Apr. After Apr. Six
problems related to fuel pump have been reported for the Jeep Liberty. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
the Jeep Liberty based on all problems reported for the Liberty. Last year around Aug my key
stuck in the key slot couldn't even get it out had after a while figured out if u push the brake all
the way in then put in park then sometimes the key would come out started workin after about 2
to 3months later then on Feb 27 12 it started 2 stick again then it wouldn't start we called
Chrysler. Its has only 2 miles on it we had 2 put a new fuel pump in it already in I think we got
the lemon right now I have 2 really on some one 2 give me a ride 2 work oya we all so went
through a set of tire 1 year after alignment. Information redacted pursuant to the freedom of
information act foia , 5 u. The contact owns a used Jeep Liberty which was purchased in He
stated that when adding gasoline, the fuel pump would not shut-off and the gasoline fuel would
overflow from tank. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who stated that the "flapper" had failed.
There were no repairs made to the vehicle. There were also no recall campaigns for the failure.
The failure and current mileages were 75, When filling the vehicle with gasoline at the service
station the fuel pump will not shut-off and gasoline overflows from tank. Multiple gas stations
tried, problem exists at all fuel pumps. Potential personal injury or fire hazard with gasoline
overflowing from tank. Jeep chyrsler dealership cannot resolve the problem after 5 visits to
dealership. Dealership acknowledges problem and has had Jeep chyrsler engineering has been
involved with no resolution to the problem. Potential personal injury or fire hazard with gas
overflowing from tank. First reported to Jeep chyrsler in Dec and problem still exists. Dealer has
replaced gas tank 3 times and new gas tanks do not fill properly. Jeep Chrysler indicates that
design change has occurred on replacement tanks not compatible with vehicle. Faulty gasoline
tank currently installed on vehicle. This incident started in and at the time thought it was a

failure of the gas pump at the gas station but now the problem is more common and happens
weekly, recently splashing gasoline into my eyes which required fluid eye rinse and medical
attention. Every time I fill up the tank on my Jeep Liberty, the gas begins to overflow and
splashes back, out of the fuel inlet opening. This in turn sprays fuel out at a force, and then onto
the ground. Recently this happened and sprayed fuel into my eyes, on onto my clothes. Not
only is this a safety issue, but also a major fire hazard. It is my understanding after talking with
the dealer that this is a known problem with Jeep Liberty's in that the fuel tank's inlet check
valve is faulty which in turn fails to automatically shut off the gas station fuel pump in time. I
have had multiple problems related to the back lights on my Jeep Liberty renegade 4x4 vehicle.
I purchased the car new with no miles on it. Recently, the gas pump was leaking and a valve
was installed to stop the oil from leaking. The back light rack had to be replaced twice in two
months. The back lights have gone out numerous of times. There was an accident causing
minor damage to another vehicle. The dealer could not duplicate the problem. Also, the check
engine light illuminated. The dealer replaced the heater control head however that did not fix the
problem. The fuel pump also runs constantly and the manufacturer has been alerted. Car
Problems. Fuel Pump problem 1. Fuel Pump problem 2. Fuel Pump problem 3. Fuel Pump
problem 4. Fuel Pump problem 5. Fuel Pump problem 6. Gasoline Fuel System problems
Gasoline Fuel System problems. Tank Assembly problems. Tank Mounting problems. Tank
Filler Pipe And Cap problems. Fuel Injector problems. Fuel Injection problems. Skip to main
content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Electric Fuel Pump. Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Cut-Off
Relay Connector. Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel Filter. Fuel Injector Retaining Bracket. Fuel Level
Sending Unit. Fuel Pressure Sensor. Fuel Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump Lock Ring. Fuel Pump
O-Ring. Fuel Pump Relay Connector. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel Pump and Strainer Set. Fuel
Sending Unit. Fuel Sending Unit Gasket. Fuel Separator. Fuel Separator Kit. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel
Tank Strap. Fuel Transfer Pump. Pressure Sensor. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and
Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Injection. Tools and Hardware. Action Crash. Spectra Premium. US Motor Works. Shop By
Vehicle. API Fuel Pump. Click to Enlarge. Brock Fuel Pump Assembly. Shipping Options: Free
Ground Shipping. Autobest Fuel Pump. Autobest F Fuel Pump. Autobest FA Fuel Pump. TYC
Fuel Pump. Airtex Fuel Pump. Airtex EM Fuel Pump. Airtex Fuel Pump and Strainer Set. Denso
Fuel Pump Assembly. Product List Price:. Denso Fuel Pump. Denso Fuel Pump and Strainer Set.
Delphi Fuel Pump. Notes: Fuel Pump Module Assembly -- Fuel tank contamination is the leading
cause of premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of contaminating the replacement pump,
Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank
cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the world's
top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive
portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and
all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches
OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load
on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part
is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application. Delphi Fuel Pump Assembly.
Carter Fuel Pump. Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Electric Fuel Pump Assemblies are
made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled manufacturing and testing
procedures. Most applications include the necessary accessories such as tank seals, patented
high-gradient density strainers and wiring harnesses. Fuel sensor design provides resistance to
corrosive fuel blends and additives. Carter Fuel Pump and Strainer Set. Features: Carter Electric
Fuel Pumps and Strainer Sets are made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled
manufacturing and testing procedures. Quality Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Strainer Sets
deliver optimum performance while keeping your fuel system free from any type of solid
contaminants and impurities. Bosch Fuel Pump. Features: Bosch "Better than OE design",
improves upon ease of installation, drivability of your vehicle and extends the life of the vehicle
Bosch Aftermarket Fuel Assemblies are built and tested to the same rigorous quality standards
as our OE fuel pumps to ensure a long, reliable service life Patented Turbine Pump technology
virtually eliminates fuel pulsation, noise, and reduces hot-start problems Designed to operate
under extreme temperatures and under low fuel conditions while maintaining an extended
service life All Bosch fuel pumps are 'end-of-line' function tested in order to ensure highest
quality and performance. Spectra Premium Electric Fuel Pump. Action Crash Fuel Pump. Image
is not vehicle specific. Features: Acetal cover can accommodate mm tank opening to permit
integrated filter in reservoir Single stage turbine pump provides quiet, energy efficient operation
Active reservoir-fill mechanism high pressure jet pump to maintain fuel supply in reservoir
Passive reservoir fill mechanism helps fill the reservoir at low-fuel volumes High capacity filter
media helps supply clean fuel to the injection system Available serviceable in-tank fuel filter for

markets with poor qualit. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Brock Fuel Pump and
Strainer Set. Delphi Fuel Transfer Pump. Notes: Fuel Transfer Unit -- Fuel tank contamination is
the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. Meets or exceeds OE resistance requirements
Transfers fuel within the tank Does not include primary fuel pump Meets or exceeds OE delivery
requirements. TYC June 21st, Posted by Glenn. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Jeep Liberty.
Catalog: K. Catalog: B. Catalog: T. Catalog: A. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel
pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE
specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on
vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is
validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application Condition: New Shipping Options:
Ground This Part Fits:. Catalog: H. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Jeep Liberty. Manufacturer We
know our products. Guaranteed Fitment Always the correct part. Full physical address.
Telephone number. If our ebay item listing doesn't show the shipping cost to your place. Please
contact us to calculate the shipping fee for you. For international shipment, we do not cover any
import taxes or duties. Import tax is charged by the government, not us. Our item price and
shipping cost do not include any import tax which will be charged by the shipping company
when you got the parcel. Please be noted that is not the extra shipping fee. In the very unlikely
event that you have a problem with our product, please contact us via eBay messages. Easy
Return: If you are unhappy with your purchase for any reason, you can return it to us in an
un-used condition in the original packaging within 30 days of purchase and we'll give you a
refund or exchange. Any parcel without the Return Authorization Number will be rejected. If
your item is faulty or was incorrect, you must contact our sales representative before returning
the parcel and we will endeavour to solve the problem effectively. Video or picture is required to
show the item condition before we issue the Return Authorization Number. Important notice: 1.
Any returned item s without Return authorization number will be rejected. Please return your
item s in original packaging and ensure that all packages are securely wrapped 3. We will not
accept responsibility for loss or damage of goods during transit, please ensure that the
insurance cover option is taken where possible 4. Upon receipt, all products will be inspected at
our discretion in business days. Then, the updated result will be informed. If you have made a
mistake on purchase and wish to cancel the order before it is dispatched please contact us by
ebay massages or email as quickly as possible. Note: All parcel will be collected by carrier at
am on Monday to Friday. We have used the eBay compatibility list as a guide for buyers to use,
but the eBay data system is not accurate and incomplete sometimes. If there is any uncertain,
please use the eBay message to check with our sales first. If it is not specified, please provide
us your shipping address and zip code via eBay message. For US domestic shipping to 48
states, the delivery time is around business days. The international shipment delivery time is
around business days. We currently only accept payment via PayPal. You can also use PayPal
as a guest and pay using a debit or credit card. We will arrange the shipment in 1 business day
after the payment is cleared. The tracking number will be updated on eBay in 24 hours after the
shipment. Please notice that there is no shipment during weekend and holidays. Sorry no. Once
the payment is cleared, we cannot amend any item s , quantities, or add or remove items. We
are also unable to change the delivery address. Therefore, please double check all the order
information before making payment. Please simply contact us via eBay messages, and then, we
will get back to you as soon as possible with the update. Usually, we will follow up every
shipment till customers get their order. Please simply contact us via eBay messages, and then,
we will get back to you as soon as possible. It will speed up the process if you could provide us
some pictures or video to illustrate the issue details.. If you paid Item Shipped On Est. Delivery
Time Before Apr. Please provide the following shipping information for your order Full physical
address Telephone number Otherwise your shipment will be deferred. We are not responsible
for any shipping lost caused by wrong shipping information. Before Apr. After Apr. Would you
like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it

a second life. For more information go to DriveMotive fuel pumps deliver the right amount of
fuel for all loads and speeds. Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive
fuel pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en We've
Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel
Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included.
Product Fit. Shop Jeep Liberty Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 11 of 11 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to
Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: AFE Part Number: BS Part Number: H Universal Fit.
Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 11 of 11 results. Featured Brands. Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer
Reviews Questions, Answers. When picking a reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel
pump, trust Airtex. Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the defining
characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is
thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge Crown Automotive is the go-to company for
premium quality factory replacement parts for Jeeps manufactured as far back as Oct 30, Would
recommend
nissan altima manuel
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97 toyota tacoma tail lights
friends. Came A day early and has been working great. Anastasia Bennett. Purchased on Oct
14, Oct 04, Work great. Works like a charm but isn't as heavy duty as the original housing. I
don't see any future issues though. Kevin Hurst. Purchased on May 23, Jun 25, Nice for the
price. Customer loved it. Adrian Duncan. Purchased on Jun 03, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive
professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and recommended
safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to
ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is
fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

